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With just over two weeks left in 2018 it remains unclear whether the US equity
market will be dancing to the familiar holiday tunes of Bing Crosby et al or if
“Bad Santa” will be making one of his rare appearances. All we know today is
that the SPX index remains trapped in its corrective range and the combination
of improving rhetoric around trade and a recalibration of future monetary
tightening within interest rate markets have not been enough to boost the
index through key resistance around the 2800 level.

When we last wrote two weeks ago the index was in the middle of a six session
surge that ended following the announcement of a 90 day window to negotiate
a US/China trade settlement, but just one week after this welcome news had
been delivered the SPX broke down below its October low to hit 2583.

There has been some recovery since then, but it can only be described as
halting, with both Tuesday and Wednesday seeing closes well below the high of
the day and 2651 the index still remains much closer to key support (Monday’s
low) than resistance at the top end of the range. The most recent liquidation
was a little less focused on technology issues and a little more on financial
equities (a reflection of the deterioration of credit markets), which meant that
the NDX index did not violate its October low on Monday. However, this index
still
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remains trapped within its corrective range and would need to close above
7200 for this to cease to be the case. We remain concerned that a number of
technology bell-weathers made key cycle tops between July and October,
and that this imposes a significant drag on the NDX index going forwards
and at best implies a leadership transition for the broader SPX index..

Small cap equities were also a victim of worsening credit markets, with the
RTY index trading below its February low on Monday and only bouncing
modestly to 1455 at Wednesday’s close. We would note that the fast
descending 50 day ma has become resistance for this index, a pattern that
took hold in emerging markets earlier this year as they entered a protracted
decline.

All of the above is a reminder that this is the most significant test for the
long US bull market since at least 2014/15, when credit markets were
undermined by a collapse in energy prices and a sharp deceleration
economic activity took place across emerging markets. Although energy
prices have skidded in recent weeks the damage is far less than in late 2014
and the energy sector itself generally better capitalized and cost efficient.
Aggregate global demand is also significantly higher, particularly in China
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which means that at $50 (or $60 for Brent) total cash flows are much higher
than they were at equivalent prices in that earlier period. We have also seen far
less disruption to actual economic activity across emerging markets this time
around, although sentiment has arguably fallen far faster as the trade dispute
has taken off.

Regarding the latter, we are quite hopeful that some sort of deal will be
reached between the US and China within the window for negotiations (or a
mutually agreed extension if one is required). It does appear that the Chinese
are willing to make some significant concessions, including the watering down
of President Xi’s cherished Made in China 2025 campaign. There remain a
number of potential flash points (as the arrest of Huawei’s CFO made clear) but
there are probably enough areas of shared interest (such as agriculture and
LPG) that an acceptable deal can be reached. However, the strategic tensions
between China and the US seem certain to linger, and likely to be centered on
access to technology and dominance of various markets.

Back in 2017 we pointed out that this had become a bi-polar technology cycle
(using the geographic definition), with China and other Asian countries
becoming key innovators in both hardware and software. The risk going
forwards is that a technological rivalry takes hold in which global markets are
split between the US and Chinese sphere of influence (this is clearly the case in
the build out of 5G). Although some have employed the “cold war” metaphor in
recent weeks the US/USSR rivalry never really played out in economic markets
(other than for military hardware), and the earlier rivalry between an dominant
UK industrial sector and an emerging German one at the end of the 19th
century seems to be a better historic analogy. This does not imply that “World
War I” lies around the corner, or even a generation hence, but any deal arising
out of the Buenos Aries meeting seems more likely to be a “watchful truce”
than the establishment of a new golden age of cooperation between the two
superpowers.

Even so the establishment of an understanding would be a significant boost to
many markets, particularly China and other Asian markets which suffered badly
during the antagonistic summer months. These have behaved somewhat better
than the US market in recent weeks, although they remain in deep

negative territory for 2018 at the time of writing. In addition to the progress on
trade there are some signs that China’s credit system is starting to ease the
availability of financing. Liquidity conditions remain quite tight, particularly in
shadow banking, but the lending within the overall credit system is starting to
increase and strength is spreading from bank loans into corporate bonds and
asset backed lending (a relatively new category for China). There is still plenty
of room for improvement, but at least the PBOC shift to an easier overall policy
is starting to have effects within the credit system.

Meanwhile the FOMC will be meeting next week giving the Committee its first
chance to ratify or contest the significant shift in market expectations for future
policy hikes. A 25 bp in December still remains near certain, but the market now
only allows for slightly more than one further hike in 2019. Our assumption is
that the Committee will try and be as open ended as possible in its comments,
but will either refer to a potential pause in hikes in its communique or during
Chair Powell’s comments at the press conference. We would also expect to see
some ratcheting down of the dot plots for December 2019. These do not
necessarily have to match the market’s trajectory (the Dots have been more
hawkish than the market for much of the period since their introduction), but a
willingness to at least consider a pause early in 2019 looks to be the key to the
meeting avoiding a further nervous liquidation of US risk assets.



S&P 500

In our last note on the SPX written two weeks ago the index had just rallied +61.61 points or 2.30% to close at 2,743.79. We suggested then that
a reasonable determinate as to whether the correction may have reached its terminus would be how the index responded to multiple resistance
levels over the next 50 points. The following Monday the index stalled and by the end of the next day’s trading session the index had fallen 90.31
points or -3.24%. The SPX traded at a lower low on an intra-day basis on Monday of this week but it managed to recover over the remainder of
the trading session leaving it up on the day. On Tuesday and Wednesday the SPX closed well below the highs of the day and at 2,651 the index
still remains much closer to key support than resistance at the top end of the range. That price action continues to leave the onus on the bulls
to prove a short term low had been established. We now mark first support at 2,580 and second at 2,500
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NASDAQ 100

Along with the broader equity market the short term rally in the NDX stalled, registering a third lower high but since then there has been a
touch of better performance vs. the SPX as evidenced by Monday’s higher low. Although MACD remains in negative territory it has made a
higher high and is currently attempting to hook higher above its signal line but the recovery in the momentum oscillator has not been met with
a commensurate move in price. The high tech index remains trapped within its corrective range and we would need to witness a close above
7200 for us to begin to consider that sustainable rally was underway. We now mark first support at this week’s lows at 6,535 and second at
6,400.
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Russell 2000

When we last wrote, we spoke of a measure of stabilization in the relative strength of the RTY versus the SPX, but it was short lived. That
stabilization was due in part to the RTY holding the October lows in early November. That double bottom was violated last Thursday when
support gave way at the 1470 level (that level has capped rally attempts the past two days) and the small cap index has begun to underperform
on a relative basis once again. MACD has rolled over again through its signal line and remains in negative territory. We now mark first support at
Monday’s low at the 1,400 level and second at 1,350. We now mark first key resistance at the falling 50-day ma (1,534 at last night’s close) and
second at 1,600.
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VXO

With the SPX index still in a corrective range the VXO index has indicated a fair degree of angst among market participants. This was most
obvious during Monday’s messy session when the VXO index reached 28.84, just shy of the 30 level that we view as the boundary of “panic”,
before falling sharply during the afternoon rally. Tuesday and Wednesday saw further halting progress by the SPX causing some compression of
volatility and the VXO closed Wednesday at 23.56, still an uncomfortably high level.

We would note that the 50 day ma has moved up to 20.99, the highest it has been since March 2016 when it peaked at 23. This is a reminder
that this has been the longest period of duress for the SPX index in almost three years and there is a danger that it gets somewhat worse in the
weeks ahead.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

When we last wrote the MXEF was challenging resistance at the 50-day moving average. The following day the EM Index overtook the shorter
term moving average and last Monday it extended its gains with a conviction not seen in nine months but into this week the index back and
filled below the moving average lessening the technical significance of the smoothing indicator. What is worth watching is if the index can hold
above the 950 level. Doing so would give us confidence that the MXEF is building a base and a move above resistance at 1,020 would give us
faith that a meaningful recovery was underway. We continue mark second support at 930.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The long end of the curve declined significantly over the last two weeks, with the 10 year yield reaching 2.82% on Monday, down -43 bp from its
early November peak. The 30 year yield broke down below the key 3.25% level, rendering the October surge higher a “false” breakout, and the
long bond continued to fall until it reached 3.10% on Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday’s close at 3.15% is 31 bp below the November high and
is below the peaks registered in February and May and back in the trading range that prevailed between February and September.

With the FOMC all but certain to push the FDTR up to 2.50% next week and still keep at least one rate hike in its guidance for 2019 (and possibly
more than that) it is hard to see the 10 year yield fall much further from here at the current time, and it certainly cannot do so without triggering
more inversions across the curve.
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US Dollar

The DXY continues track in a sideways trading pattern in a range between 96 and 97.50. MACD has also been grinding sideways to lower and
although it remains in positive territory it reflects the slow loss of upside price momentum. The 50-day ma continues to cradle the DXY and we
mark that as short term support but the support at the 96 level is the important level to watch as we monitor whether we are witnessing a
developing topping pattern or consolidation prior to the next move higher. We continue to mark first resistance at the recent highs at 97.50 and
second at 100.
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Gold

Gold has continued to creep higher without any help from the USD, and the metal managed to probe key resistance at $1250 a couple of times
on Monday before falling back in the afternoon. Wednesday’s close at $1245.66 still keeps the metal within striking distance and with the 200
day ma just above at $1254.6 the next $10 look to be crucial, since there seems little to stop gold’s ascent until $1300 above that level. We
would note that gold’s price performance is now in positive territory for 2018 against most currencies, and although it is still down -5% against
the USD it has recovered nicely since bottoming in August.
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Crude Oil

Over the past two weeks oil has managed to hold key round number support at the 50 level. It is too early to tell if oil is building a base or if it is
a continuation pattern but MACD (which had become deeply oversold) has turned up through its signal line and is tracking higher giving the
bulls a ray of hope that the selling pressure is starting to ameliorate. Below first support at $50 the next key level is the June 2017 lows at $47.
We now mark first resistance at $55 and second at $58.
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Copper

Copper remains by far the least interesting of the charts we follow, although as we have noted before, long periods of range bound trading
often give way to an explosive move once they are completed. In copper’s case we would give some credit for not being pulled lower by the
deterioration of economic sentiment in recent weeks, but the metal is still significantly lower than it was at the start of the year and this has to
be factored in when handing out plaudits. Wednesday’s close at $6140 kept the metal in the middle of its $6,000- $6400 range and price moves
between these levels are best ignored.
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